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COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME ISSUES
ON PROCEEDING OF CASES WITH PARTICIPATION
OF FOREIGN PERSONS IN INTERNATIONAL
CIVIL PROCEDURE LAW OF KAZAKHSTAN AND RUSSIA
Abstract. Nowadays the cooperation o f states in the integration process takes place within the framework of
such international associations as the Commonwealth o f Independent States (CIS), the Eurasian Economic
Community (EAEC) and Common Economic Space (CES).
The cooperation o f the states within EAEC is being developed most dynamically, which in the future can be
transformed into the Eurasian Union (EU) as the most advanced form o f economic integration. Due to this
circumstance, the study of the legal systems o f the states - members o f the EAEC appears to be very interesting and
relevant.
However, this international organization cannot be considered separately from the CIS, which can be assessed
as a “laboratory of comparative law”. On the other hand, in fact, the Eurasian legal space exists. All participating
countries are located geographically close to each other, and in the legal sphere they have a common legal heritage.
They use a common working legal language (Russian) and they are united by the experience of interaction in the
current institutional model (CIS).
The article is devoted to one o f the most actual issues o f the international civil process - proceedings on cases
with participation of foreign persons. The authors focused on a comparative analysis o f Kazakhstani and Russian
legislation relating to the regulation o f international civil procedural relations. The authors believe that the
comparative characteristics o f the institute o f proceedings on the cases with participation o f foreign persons in
Kazakhstani and Russian law w ill be the next step in the scientific understanding o f one o f the most important
branches o f international private law in both states.It should be emphasized that as the subject o f the research, the
authors chose the proceedings on the cases with participation of foreign persons in international commercial disputes,
i.e. the disputes related to entrepreneurial and other economic activities by legal entities and individual entrepreneurs.
K ey words: Foreign persons, civil proceedings, proceedings on cases with participation of foreign persons,
comparative characteristics, international process.
In tro d u ctio n . Nowadays the cooperation of states in the integration process takes place within the
framework of such international associations as the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) [1], the
Eurasian Economic Community (EAEC) [2] and Common Economic Space (CES) [3].
The cooperation of the states within EAEC is being developed most dynamically, which in the future
can be transformed into the Eurasian Union (EU) as the most advanced form of economic integration [4].
Due to this circumstance, the study of the legal systems of the states - members of the EAEC appears to be
very interesting and relevant. However, this international organization cannot be considered separately
from the CIS, which can be assessed as a “laboratory of comparative law” [5]. On the other hand, in fact,
the Eurasian legal space exists. All participating countries are located geographically close to each other,
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and in the legal sphere they have a common legal heritage. They use a common working legal language
(Russian) and they are united by the experience of interaction in the current institutional model (CIS).
M eth o d o lo g y . The institute of proceedings on cases involving foreign persons, which is the subject
of the study, is caused by its increasing role in modern conditions.
The comparative characteristics of the institute of proceedings on cases involving foreign persons in
Russian and Kazakhstani law can serve as the next step in the scientific understanding of one of the most
important branches of international private law of both states.
The methodological basis of the study is the use of systematic methods, and the study uses
generalized methods such as the method of scientific abstraction, the method of differentiation, and the
method of comparison.
R esu lts o f a resea rch . The subject of the research is the proceeding on cases involving foreign
persons arising from the consideration of international commercial disputes, i.e. disputes related to
entrepreneurial and other economic activities by legal entities and individual entrepreneurs. Such disputes
are settled in arbitration proceedings in Russia and civil proceedings in Kazakhstan.
Firstly, we will consider the international jurisdiction of the courts and the Kazakhstani economic and
the Russian arbitration courts on the cases involving foreign persons.
The jurisdiction of the Kazakhstani economic courts on the cases involving foreign legal entities and
entrepreneurs is defined in the civil procedural law, namely, in the Civil Procedure Code of the Republic
of Kazakhstan dated October 31, 2015. By their legal status, the Kazakhstani economic courts are an
integral part of the judicial system of Kazakhstan and are the specialized courts (Article 3 of the
Constitutional Law “On the judicial system and the status of judges of the Republic of Kazakhstan” dated
December 25, 2000 [6].
The jurisdiction of the Russian arbitration courts on cases involving foreign legal entities and
individual entrepreneurs is defined in the Russian procedural legislation, namely in the Arbitration
Procedure Code of the Russian Federation [7]. It should be noted that due to their legal status, Russian
arbitration courts are the integral parts and links of the Russian judicial system and are included into the
federal courts along with federal courts of the general jurisdiction.
Secondly, section IV of the Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan [8] “The
International Process” and section V of the Arbitration Procedure Code of the Russian Federation [7]
“Proceedings on cases involving foreign persons” are devoted directly to the issues of establishing the
jurisdiction of Russian arbitration courts and Kazakhstani economic courts regarding the international
commercial disputes.
In accordance with Clauses 1-2 of Article 413 of the Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, foreigners and stateless persons, foreign and international organizations (hereinafter foreigners) have the right to apply to the courts of the Republic of Kazakhstan to protect their violated or
contested rights, freedom and interests protected by law. Foreigners use the procedural rights and perform
procedural obligations on a par with citizens and legal entities of the Republic of Kazakhstan, unless
otherwise provided by an international agreement which was ratified by the Republic of Kazakhstan.
Legal proceedings in courts on the cases with the participation of foreigners are carried out in accordance
with the Civil Procedure Code, other laws and international agreements ratified by the Republic of
Kazakhstan and other laws.
In accordance with Clauses1-3 of Article 254 of the Arbitration Procedure Code of the Russian
Federation, foreigners use procedural rights and perform procedural obligations on a par with Russian
organizations and citizens. Foreigners have the right to apply to the arbitration courts of the Russian
Federation according to the rules of competence established by the Arbitration Procedure Code to protect
their violated or disputed rights and legitimate interests in the field of entrepreneurial and other economic
activities. Foreigners who participate in the case must submit the evidence to the arbitration court
confirming their legal status and the right to carry out entrepreneurial and other economic activities. If
such evidence is not provided, the arbitration court has the right to demand it on its own initiative.
Thirdly, the Republic of Kazakhstan may establish reciprocal restrictions (retorsions) regarding the
foreigners of the states where special restrictions on the procedural rights of citizens and organizations of
the Republic of Kazakhstan are allowed (Clause 4, Article 413 of the Civil Procedure Code of the
Republic of Kazakhstan).
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The Government of Russia may establish reciprocal restrictions (retorsions) regarding the foreigners
of the states where the restrictions have been introduced regarding Russian organizations and citizens
(Clause 4, Article 254 of the APC o f the Russian Federation).
The positions of both Kazakhstani and Russian legislation on this issue are likely to coincide
completely except for two positions.
Firstly, the Kazakhstani Civil Procedure Code does not contain such a clause, therefore, does not
imply a more preferential procedural regime for foreigners compared with their own organizations and
citizens.
The Russian legislation contains a clause which states that foreigners can be granted procedural
benefits if it is provided by an international agreement of the Russian Federation (Clause 1, Article 254 of
the APC of the Russian Federation).
Secondly, in the Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the application of retorsions is
reserved for the Republic of Kazakhstan represented by the Parliament or the President of the Republic of
Kazakhstan. And the Arbitration Procedure Code of Russia mentions the Government of the Russian
Federation as a body with the authority to introduce retorsions, which are carried out in the form of
making decisions by the government.
Thirdly, the basic principles for establishing the general jurisdiction of Kazakhstani economic courts
and Russian arbitration courts in international commercial disputes are stated in both codes as follows.
The Kazakhstani legislation considers cases involving foreigners if the respondent organization is
located or the respondent citizen has a residence on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan:
1) the governing body, branch or representative office of a foreigner is located on the territory of the
Republic of Kazakhstan;
2) the defendant has property on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan;
3) in the case of the recovery of alimony and the establishment of paternity, the plaintiff has a place
of residence in the Republic of Kazakhstan;
4) in the case of compensation for damage caused by mutilation, other damage to health or the death
of a breadwinner, the damage was caused on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan or the plaintiff
has his place of residence in the Republic of Kazakhstan;
5) in the case of compensation for damage to property, an action or other circumstance that served as
the basis for the presentation of a claim for compensation for damage took place on the territory of the
Republic of Kazakhstan;
6) the claim arose from the contract under which full or partial execution should take place or took
place on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan;
7) the claim arose from unjust enrichment that took place on the territory of the Republic of
Kazakhstan;
8) in the case of divorce, the plaintiff has a place of residence in the Republic of Kazakhstan, or at
least one of the spouses is a citizen of the Republic of Kazakhstan;
9) in the case of the protection of honor, dignity and business reputation, the plaintiff has a place of
residence in the Republic of Kazakhstan (Article 416 of Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of
Kazakhstan).
The arbitration courts of Russia consider cases of economic disputes and other cases related to
entrepreneurial and other economic activities involving foreigners if: 1) the defendant is located or resides
on the territory of the Russian Federation or there is property of the defendant on the territory of the
Russian Federation; 2) the governing body, branch or representative office of a foreigner is located on the
territory of the Russian Federation; 3) the dispute arose from a contract under which the execution should
take place or took place on the territory of the Russian Federation; 4) the claim arose from the damage to
property by an action or other circumstance that took place on the territory of the Russian Federation or
upon the occurrence of harm on the territory of the Russian Federation; 5) the dispute arose from unjust
enrichment that took place on the territory of the Russian Federation; 6) the plaintiff on the case for
protecting business reputation is located in the Russian Federation; 7) the dispute arose from the
relationships related to the circulation of valuable banknotes, their issue took place on the territory of the
Russian Federation; 8) the applicant in the case of establishing a fact of legal significance indicates the
presence of this fact on the territory of the Russian Federation; 9) the dispute arose from relationships
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concerning the state registration of names and other objects and the provision of services in the
international association of information and telecommunication networks of the Internet on the territory of
the Russian Federation; 10) in other cases, if there is a close relationship of the disputed legal relations
with the territory of the Russian Federation (Clause 1, Article 247 of the Arbitration Procedure Code of
the Russian Federation) [9].
A case accepted by the arbitration court for consideration in compliance with the rules of
international jurisdiction must be considered substantially, even if during the proceedings on the case due
to a change in location or place of residence of the persons participating in the case, or in other
circumstances, it will relate to competence of a foreign court (Clause 4 of Article 247 of the Arbitration
Procedure Code of the Russian Federation) [10].
According to Article 417 of the Civil Procedure Code of Kazakhstan, the exclusive jurisdiction of
Kazakhstani courts includes: 1) cases related to the right to real estate located in the Republic of
Kazakhstan; 2) cases in claims against carriers arising from contracts of transportation, if carriers are
located on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan; 3) divorce cases of citizens of the Republic of
Kazakhstan with foreigners or stateless persons, if both spouses have a place of residence in the Republic
of Kazakhstan; 4) some cases of special action proceedings provided for by chapters 27-30 of the Civil
Procedure Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan (Clause 1, Article 417 of the Civil Procedure Code of the
Republic of Kazakhstan). At the same time, the Civil Procedure Code includes cases of special
proceedings arising from public relationships complicated by a foreign element, which are subject to the
exclusive jurisdiction of Kazakhstani courts.
Kazakhstani economic courts consider cases of special proceedings if: 1) the applicant in the fact
finding case has a residence on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan or a fact that must be
established, has taken or is taking place on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan; 2) a citizen who is
recognized as legally competent or incompetent, forcibly admitted to a psychiatric hospital, is a citizen of
the Republic of Kazakhstan or has a place of residence on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan; 3) a
citizen who is recognized as missing or declared dead, is a citizen of the Republic of Kazakhstan or had
the last known place of residence on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan, and the establishment of
the rights and obligations of citizens and organizations having a residence depends on the resolution of
this issue or location on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan; 4) thing in respect of which an
application for declaring it ownerless has been submitted is located on the territory of the Republic of
Kazakhstan; 5) valuable banknotes in respect of which an application for recognition as lost and for the
restoration of relevant rights to it (call-up proceedings), issued by a citizen or organization residing or
located on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan; 6) records of civil status acts, on the establishment
of irregularities of which an application was submitted, were made by the bodies of the records of civil
status acts of the Republic of Kazakhstan; 7) notarized actions appealed (refusal to perform them) were
committed by a notary or other body of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
Thus, Article 248 of the Arbitration Procedure Code of the Russian Federation and Article 417 of
Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan consolidate the exclusive jurisdiction of Kazakhstan
economic courts and Russian arbitration courts for the consideration of international commercial disputes
of a certain category, which should be distinguished from the exclusive jurisdiction of an arbitration court
or economic court for the consideration of a specific dispute arising from the conclusion of a proprietary
agreement between the disputing parties.
Fourthly, the Rules on contractual jurisdiction are enshrined in both Kazakhstan and Russian
legislation. They provide the possibility of the parties entering into disputed legal relationships of a
proprietary agreement. The latter means an agreement between the disputing parties (the potential plaintiff
and defendant) on the transfer of the dispute for resolution to a court of a state. Such agreement acts as a
legal form for the implementation of the rules on contractual jurisdiction contained in domestic law.
According to Article 419 of Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan “Contractual
jurisdiction”, the competence of a foreign court may be provided by a written agreement of the parties,
except for the cases specified in Article 33 of Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan. If
there is such an agreement, the court leaves the application without consideration at the request of the
defendant, provided that such a request is applied for before the case is considered substantially. Article 33
“Exceptional jurisdiction” states that:
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1. The claims for rights to land plots, buildings, premises, facilities, other objects firmly connected
with land (real estate), for the release of property from arrest are provided at the location of these objects
or seized property, except for the cases provided by Clause V of the present Article.
2. The claims of the testator's creditors presented before the inheritance is accepted by the heirs, are
under the jurisdiction of the court at the location of the estate or its main part.
3. The claims against carriers arising from contracts for the transportation of goods, passengers or
baggage are filed at the location of the permanent body of the transport organization.
4. The claims for compensation of losses caused by a violation by a foreign state of the jurisdictional
immunity of the Republic of Kazakhstan and its property are filed at the location of the plaintiff, unless
otherwise provided by an international agreement of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
5. The claims in which one of the parties is a citizen who carries out entrepreneurial activity without
forming a legal entity in respect of which the decision to declare bankrupt has entered into legal force, or a
legal entity regarding of which the decision to apply the rehabilitation procedure has entered into legal
force and (or) being declared bankrupt, are considered by the same court judge who made the decision to
apply rehabilitation procedure regarding him or to declare such a person bankrupt.
According to Article 249 of the Arbitration Procedure Code of the Russian Federation, provided that
that the parties, at least one of which is a foreigner, have made an agreement where they have determined
that the Russian arbitration court has the competence to consider a dispute that has arisen or could arise
related to their entrepreneurial and other economic activities, the arbitration court of Russia will have
exclusive competence to consider this dispute, provided that such an agreement does not alter the
exclusive competence of a foreign court. An agreement regarding the determination of competence must
be concluded in writing [11].
The wording of the heading of Article 249 of the Arbitration Procedure Code of the Russian
Federation “Agreement on the determination of arbitration court competence in the Russian Federation”
should be specified in order to improve it. We are talking about a proprietary agreement, while it should
be about contractual jurisdiction, where a proprietary agreement serves only as a legal form expressing the
latter. It would be more correct to indicate the heading of Article 249 of the Arbitration Procedure Code of
the Russian Federation as “Contractual jurisdiction of cases involving foreigners”, because such a wording
makes it possible to clearly distinguish, firstly, the types of jurisdiction - general (Article 247 of the APC
of the Russian Federation and Article 416 of the Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan),
exclusive (Article 248 of the APC and Article 417 of the Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of
Kazakhstan) and contractual (Article 249 of the Civil Procedure Code of the Russian Federation and
Article 419 of the Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan) and, secondly, the concept of a
proprietary agreement as a way of determining jurisdiction in the form of implementing contractual
jurisdiction from the concept of jurisdiction itself as a set of rules for establishing the competence of a
state court. In addition to this issue, it is necessary to focus again on the fact that a proprietary agreement
can only change the rules for determining general jurisdiction, but never exclusive under the threat of
recognition as legally invalid, and in this context, contractual jurisdiction can be considered as amended
by agreement of the parties to the dispute [12].
Therefore, in this regard, it is necessary to distinguish between general (416 of Civil Procedure Code
of the Republic of Kazakhstan), exclusive (417 of Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan),
contractual (419 of Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan) jurisdiction. However, the
regulation of the general jurisdiction of Kazakhstan and Russia has some peculiarities. For example, in the
Russian legislation there is no rule implying the consideration of cases on the recovery of alimony and on
establishing paternity, the plaintiff has a place of residence in the Republic of Kazakhstan, which is
provided in Kazakhstan legislation.
Fifthly, the inclusion of conflict of laws norms defining procedural law and the legal capacity of
foreigners can be considered a significant distinguishing feature of Kazakhstani procedural legislation
[13]. According to Clauses 1-5 of Article 414 of Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the
civil procedural capacity or standing of foreign citizens and stateless persons is determined by their
personal law. The personal law of a citizen is the law of the state where he resides. If a citizen, along with
the citizenship of a foreign state, also has the citizenship of the Republic of Kazakhstan, his personal law
is the law of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The belonging of such person to the citizenship of a foreign state
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is not recognized by the courts of the Republic of Kazakhstan. If a citizen has several foreign citizenships,
his personal law is the law of the state with which he is closely connected. The personal law of a stateless
person is the law of the state in which the person has a permanent place of residence, and in the absence of
permanent residence - the law of the state of his usual residence. A person who is not legally competent
under his personal law may be recognized as legally competent if he has the procedural capacity or
standing in accordance with the law of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
According to Clauses 1-2 of Article 415 of Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the
procedural legal capacity of a foreign organization is determined by the law of a foreign state, in
accordance with which it was created. A foreign organization that does not have the procedural legal
capacity under this law may be recognized as capable on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan in
accordance with the law of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The procedural legal capacity of an international
organization is established on the basis of an international agreement in accordance with which it was
created, its constituent documents or an agreement with a competent state body of the Republic of
Kazakhstan.
Russian procedural legislation does not contain any conflict of laws rules to determine the law which
is applied to procedural law - and the legal capacity of foreigners. One can state that in this case the
general conflict of laws rules concerning the personal law of individuals and legal entities, contained in
Section VI "Private International Law" of the third part of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation will be
used.
Sixthly, foreign judgments will be recognized and enforced in Kazakhstan and Russia.
In the international civil process, the issue of recognition and enforcement of judgments is the most
significant one, since it is at this procedural stage that the final settlement of disputed relationships takes
place in the form of material satisfaction of the plaintiffs claims. However, the practical complexity of this
issue consists in the fact that being an act of public authority of one state, adopted within its jurisdiction,
judicial decision must be recognized and enforced on the territory of another state, to which the above
mentioned public authority does not apply. Due to generally recognized principles of international law,
namely: territorial integrity and sovereign equality of states, the recognition and enforcement of foreign
judgments on the territory of a state are possible only on the basis of the relevant norms of national law or
international agreement [14]. Both of these possible ways are applied in both Russian and Kazakhstani law.
If we consider the norms of the national legislation of Russia concerning the recognition and
enforcement of foreign court decisions, then they are contained in Section 31 APC RF “Proceedings on
cases regarding the recognition and enforcement of foreign court decisions and foreign arbitral awards”.
According to Clause 1 of Article 241 of the Arbitration Procedure Code of the Russian Federation,
decisions of foreign courts concerning the disputes and other matters arising in entrepreneurial and other
economic activities are recognized and enforced by arbitration courts in the Russian Federation if the
recognition and enforcement of such decisions is provided for by the international agreement of Russia
and the federal law.
The norms of the national legislation of Kazakhstan on this issue are contained in Clause 1 of Article
501 Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan. According to it, the decisions of foreign courts
are recognized and enforced in the Republic of Kazakhstan, if this is provided by the law or by the
international agreement of the Republic of Kazakhstan on the basis of reciprocity.
The conditions and procedure for the recognition and enforcement of foreign court decisions in
Kazakhstan are determined by law, unless otherwise provided by the international agreement of the
Republic of Kazakhstan. A decision of a foreign court may be presented for enforcement within three
years from the date the decision comes into force. The term missed for good reason may be restored by the
court of the Republic of Kazakhstan (Clauses 2-3 of Article 501 of the Civil Procedure Code of the
Republic of Kazakhstan). In Kazakhstan, the following judgments of foreign courts are recognized, which
do not require execution in their nature:
1) regarding the personal status of exclusively citizens of the state where the court made a decision;
2) on the dissolution or invalidation of marriages between Kazakhstani and foreign citizens, if at the
time of divorce at least one of the spouses lived outside the Republic of Kazakhstan;
3) on the dissolution or invalidation of marriages between Kazakhstani and foreign citizens, if at the
time of divorce both spouses lived outside the Republic of Kazakhstan (Article 502 of the Civil Procedure
Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan).
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Kazakhstani economic court at the location of the debtor or his property is the competent court to
make decisions regarding the enforcement of a foreign court decision. According to Article 5 of the Law
of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On enforcement proceedings and bailiffs status” dated April 2, 2010 [15],
the order of enforcement of international and foreign courts decisions in Kazakhstan is determined by the
relevant international agreements ratified by the Republic of Kazakhstan and the above law. A writ of
execution issued on the basis of a foreign court decision by a court of the Republic of Kazakhstan may be
presented for enforcement within three years from the date the decision comes into force.
The procedure for enforcing a foreign court decision is set out in detail in Regulatory Decree of
Supreme Court of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On court decision” dated July 11, 2003 [16]. The
enforcement of a foreign court decision is made at the request of the interested party by a court ruling in
accordance with the rules of jurisdiction, which are defined in the Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, at the place of the decision execution.
A court that considers an application for recognition and enforcement of a decision is limited to
establishing the circumstances in which enforcement of the decision is possible.
The application for permission to enforce the decision must be submitted to the competent court of
the Contracting party, where the decision is subject to execution. It can also be brought to court which
ruled the case in the first instance. This court sends the petition to the competent court to enforce decision
on the petition. The application is accompanied by: a) the decision or its certified copy, as well as an
official document stating that the decision has entered into legal force and is enforceable, or that it must be
executed before it comes into force, if this does not follow from the decision itself ; b) a document which
states that the party against which the decision was made that did not take part in the process, was in good
order and called to court on time, and was properly presented in case of its procedural incapacity; c) a
document confirming the partial execution of the decision at the moment of its transfer; d) a document
confirming the agreement of the parties on cases of contract jurisdiction.
The decision of the competent court of one Contracting party that has entered into legal force is
executed on the territory of the other Contracting party in an indisputable manner (Article 3).
C o n clu sio n . In conclusion, it should be emphasized that in both Kazakhstan and Russia, there are
three modes of conducting proceedings on the cases involving foreigners: firstly, under the bilateral
international agreements (as a rule, on legal assistance in civil, family and criminal cases); secondly, under
the multilateral international agreements (the Kiev Agreement and the Minsk Convention); thirdly, under
the national legislation (APC RF and CPC RK).
Based on the analysis of the institute of proceedings on cases involving foreigners, we came to the
following conclusions:
Firstly, the norms of procedure for cases involving foreigners in Russia are regulated by the Arbitration
Procedure Code and in Kazakhstan by the Civil Procedure Code. In Russia the proceedings on cases
involving foreigners are considered by the arbitration courts, and in Kazakhstan - by the economic courts.
Secondly, in the Arbitration Procedure Code of Russia, Section V “Proceedings on cases involving
foreigners” is devoted to the proceedings on cases involving foreigners, and in the Civil Pro cedure Code
of Kazakhstan Section IV called “International Process” is devoted to this issue.
Thirdly, there are some discrepancies in establishing retorsion. Thus, the Russian legislation provides
for procedural benefits, if they are specified by an international agreement of Russia, the Kazakhstani
legislation does not contain the norms of a preferential procedural regime for foreigners. In addition, the
Government of Russia introduces retorsions in Russian legislation, and in Kazakhstan, the Republic of
Kazakhstan in the person of the Parliament or the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan, deals with this
issue.
Fourthly, based on the study of Articles 416, 417, 419 of the Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, we propose to rename Article 416 of the Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan
as “General jurisdiction of economic courts”, 417 Article 417 of CPC RK - “Exclusive jurisdiction of
economic courts” and Article 419 o f the CPC RK - “Contractual jurisdiction of economic courts”.
Fifthly, it should be emphasized that in both Kazakhstan and Russia, there are three modes of
conducting proceedings on cases involving foreigners: firstly, under the bilateral international agreements
(as a rule, on legal assistance in civil, family and criminal cases); secondly, under the multilateral
international agreements (the Kiev Agreement and the Minsk Convention); thirdly, under the national
legislation (APC RF and CPC RK).
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11. ЖансYгiров атындагы Жетiсу мемлекетпк университетi, Талды^орган, Казакстан;
2Коркыт Ата атындагы Кызылорда мемлекеттiк университетi, Кызылорда, Казахстан
ЦАЗАЦСТАН М ЕН РЕСЕЙДЩ ХАЛЬЩ АРАЛЬЩ АЗАМАТТЫК; 1С ЖYРГIЗУ
К ^ Ы Г Ы Н Д А Г Ы Ш ЕТЕЛ Т¥ЛГАЛАРЫ Н Ы Ц ЦАТЫСУЫ АРКЫ ЛЫ 1С
Ж УРГ1ЗУДЩ КЕЙБ1Р М ЭСЕЛЕЛЕР1НЩ САЛЫ СТЫ РМАЛЫ СИПАТЫ
Аннотация. Кaзiргi уакытта интеграциялык YДерiстегi мемлекеттердщ ынтымактастыны мынандай
халыкаралык бiрлестiктер шецберiнде етуде: Тэуелсiз Мемлекеттер Достастыгы (ТМД), Еуразиялык
экономикалык когамдастык (ЕурАзЭК) жэне БiрыцFай экономикалык кенiстiк (БЭК).
ЕурАзЭК шенберiнде мемлекетгердiн ынтымактастыны неFурлым серпiндi дамып келедi, ол келешекте
экономикалык интеграцияньщ неFурлым жетiлдiрiлген нысаны репнде Еуразиялык одакка (ЕАС) айналуы
мумкш.
Осы жаFдаЙFа байланысты ЕурАзЭК-ка шретш мемлекетгердiн кукыктык жYЙелерiн зерделеу ете
кызыкты жэне езектi болып саналады.
Сонымен катар, аталFан халыкаралык уйымды ТМД-дан белiп карауFа болмайды, оны «салыстырмалы
кукыктану зертханасы» деп баFалауFа болады. Екiншi жагынан, еуразиялык кукыктык кенiстiк, шын мэнiнде,
бар. Барлык катысушы елдер бiр-бiрiне географиялык турFыда жакын орналаскан, ал зан саласында оларды
ортак кукыктык мура бiрiктiредi. Олар жумыста колданылатын ортак плщ - зан тiлiн (орыс) пайдаланады,
оларды колданыстагы институционалдык модельдегi (ТМД) езара ю-эрекет тэжiрибесi бiрiктiредi.
Авторлар шетелдш тулгалардын катысуы аркылы казак жэне ресей кукынындага iстер бойынша ендiрiс
институтынын салыстырмалы сипаттамасы еш мемлекетгiн халыкаралык жеке кукынынын манызды
салаларынын бiрi Fылыми уFынуда кезекп кадам болып саналады деп есептейдт Зерттеу нысаны ретiнде
авторлар халыкаралык коммерциялык дауларды, яFни занды тулFалар мен жеке кэсiпкерлердiн кэсiпкерлiк
жэне езге де экономикалык кызметп жузеге асыруына байланысты дауды карау барысында шетелдш
тулFалардын катысуы негiзiнде ю жYргiзуде ендiрiстi тацдаганын атап еткен жен.
Бул макала халыкаралык азаматтык Yдерiстiн езектi мэселелерiнiн бiрi - шетелдж тулFаларFа катысты
iстер бойынша сот ю н жYргiзуге арналган. Авторлар халыкаралык азаматтык ю жYргiзу катынастарын
реттеуге катысты казакстандык жэне ресейлж зацнаманы салыстырмалы талдауFа назар аударды. Авторлар
шетелдiк тулгалардын катысуы непзщде iс жyргiзуге катысты ресейлiк жэне казакстандык кукык
саласындаFы уксас ерекшелштер мен айырмашылыктарды аныктау максатында улттык заннама мен енiрлiк
сипаттагы халыкаралык шарттарды коса алFанда, кукыктык сала аукымын егжей-тегжейлi зертгедi.
Зерттеу пэш ретiнде авторлар халыкаралык коммерциялык дауларды, яFни занды тулFалар мен жеке
кэсшкерлердщ кэсiпкерлiк жэне езге де экономикалык кызметп жYзеге асыруFа байланысты дауларды
карастыруда шетелдiк тулFаларFа катысты к жYргiзудi тацдаганын атап еткен жен.
Тушн сездер: шетелдiк тулFалар, азаматтык сот iсiн жYргiзу, шетелдш тулFалардын катысуы аркылы iс
журпзу, салыстырмалы сипаттама, халыкаралык YДерiс.
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СРАВНИТЕЛЬНАЯ ХАРАКТЕРИСТИКА НЕКОТОРЫ Х ВОПРОСОВ ПРОИЗВОДСТВА ДЕЛ
С УЧАСТИЕМ ИНОСТРАННЫ Х ЛИЦ В М ЕЖ ДУНАРОДНОМ ГРАЖ ДАНСКОМ
ПРОЦЕССУАЛЬНОМ ПРАВЕ КАЗАХСТАНА И РОССИИ
Аннотация. В настоящее время сотрудничество государств в интеграционном процессе проходит в
рамках таких международных объединений, как: Содружество Независимых Государств (СНГ), Евразийское
экономическое сообщество (ЕврАзЭС) и Единое экономическое пространство (ЕЭП).
В силу этого обстоятельства изучение правовых систем государств, входящих в ЕврАзЭС,
представляется весьма интересным и актуальным.
Вместе с тем, данную международную организацию нельзя рассматривать в отрыве от СНГ, которое
можно оценить как «лабораторию сравнительного правоведения». С другой стороны, на самом деле
евразийское правовое пространство существует. Все страны-участницы находятся в географической
близости друг от друга, а в юридической сфере их объединяет общее правовое наследие. Они используют
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общий рабочий юридический язык (русский), их объединяет опыт взаимодействия в действующей
институциональной модели (СНГ).
Настоящая статья посвящена одному из наиболее актуальных проблем международного гражданского
процесса - производству по делам с участием иностранных лиц. Авторы сконцентрировали свое внимание на
сравнительном анализе казахстанского и российского законодательства, касающегося регулирования
международных гражданско-процессуальных отношений.
Авторы полагают, что сравнительная
характеристика института производства по делам с участием иностранных лиц в казахстанском и российском
праве будет очередным шагом в научном осмыслении одной из важнейших отраслей международного
частного права обоих государств.
Следует подчеркнуть, что в качестве предмета исследования авторы выбрали производство по делам с
участием иностранных лиц при рассмотрении международных коммерческих споров, т.е. споров, связанных
с осуществлением предпринимательской и иной экономической деятельности юридическими лицами и
индивидуальными предпринимателями.
Ключевые слова: иностранные лица, гражданское судопроизводство, производству по делам с
участием иностранных лиц, сравнительная характеристика, международный процесс.
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